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A symposium at the Center for Culture, History, and the Environment
on the centennial year of Gaylord Nelson

What is CHE?

People associated with the Center for Culture, History, and Environment (CHE)
come from many intellectual backgrounds: history and botany, landscape
architecture and English literature, geography and science studies, anthropology
and limnology, and many other fields besides. Without CHE, many of us would
never even find each other on this vast campus, let alone meet, learn from each
other, and become friends and colleagues.
Although most of us are firmly grounded in one or more disciplinary traditions,
we are all persuaded that no one discipline by itself can hope to solve the myriad
puzzles of how and why people relate to, use, change, and value the world around
them as they do. We all share an interest in the environmental past, and in that
sense we all practice history even though most of us are not formally trained in the
academic discipline of history. Interdisciplinary inquiry and conversation are thus
central to what we sometimes half-jokingly refer to as “CHE-space.”
CHE serves as the main home at UW-Madison for the “environmental humanities”
- fields that concern themselves not just with the mechanisms of environmental
change, but with its human meanings. But the humanities have no monopoly on
the claim that human culture - including ideas, behaviors, perceptions and values
- matter in understanding anthropogenic environmental change. That is why CHE
welcomes natural and social scientists as eagerly as it does humanities scholars:
we all need each other to do this complicated and fascinating work.
for more information visit: nelson.wisc.edu/che

E is for Environment:

New Vocabularies for the Past, Present, and Future

Gaylord Nelson
(1916-2005)
Senator Gaylord Nelson deployed a capacious definition of
"environment" in an effort to build a broad political coalition
and foster grassroots activism when he founded Earth Day in
1970.
This symposium gathers scholars from sixteen institutions,
working in fourteen different disciplines, to continue Nelson's
work. Together we will revisit, question, and supplement
the definition of familiar terms we use to think about the
environment in order to explore both shared and differential
meanings which can open up new avenues for investigation
across a broad range of disciplines both inside and outside
the academy.

Friday, March 4
Symposium participants meet at Fluno Center lobby at 9:00am

Paper Workshop 1a
9:30 am - 12:00 pm

Room 140 Science Hall

Chloe Wardropper (Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies, UW-Madison)
"Uncertain Measurements and Risky Participation: Stakeholder Perspectives on a
Performance-based Regulatory Water Quality Program in Wisconsin, USA"
Emily Spangenberg (Sociology, University of Texas-Austin)
"Contested Terrain: Defining 'Environmental Remediation’ in Abra Pampa,
Argentina"

Paper Workshop 2a
9:30 am - 12:00 pm

Room 15 Science Hall

Sarah Dimick (English, UW-Madison)
"Formal Disruptions: Autumn Buds, Unseasonal Birds, and Altered Literary
Aesthetics"
Sam Kling (Geography, Northwestern University)
"The Cook County Forest Preserves and Metropolitan Thinking in Chicago, 19041914"
Lunch on your own (12:00 pm - 1:25 pm)

Paper Workshop 2a
1:30 pm - 4:00 pm

Room 140 Science Hall

Mary Ann Rozance (Urban Studies & Planning, Portland State University)
"Considering the Environment as Infrastructure: Informing Restoration Practice"
Shikha Lakhanpal (Geography, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
"For the Environment, Against Conservation: The Shifting Dynamics of the
Environment-Development Debate, Empirical Evidence from India"

Paper Workshop 2b
1:30 pm - 4:00 pm

Room 15 Science Hall

Amanda McMillan Lequieu (Community & Environmental Sociology, UW-Madison)
"Stabilizing Landscapes: Negotiating Narratives of a (Former) Company Town"
Marika Plater (History, Rutgers University)
"Dreams of Elysian Fields: Competing Nature Cultures in Nineteenth-Century
Hoboken"

Friday, March 4
Welcome & Keynote Address

4:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Wisconsin Historical Society Auditorium

Welcome

Brian Hamilton (History, UW-Madison) & Kate Wersan (History, UW-Madison)
Symposium Co-Chairs

Opening Talk

Paul Robbins (Director of the Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies,
UW-Madison)
"A Vocabulary for the Repressed: Native Presence, American Trauma, and John
Muir's Wisconsin"
Paul Robbins is Director of the Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and Senior Fellow and the Breakthrough Institute. His work spans the globe exploring the past and present
politics of natural resource management in the Anthropocene. He recently
received the Robert McC. Netting Award from the Association of American
Geographers for his pathbreaking work in the field of political ecology. He
is also the author of Lawn People: How Grasses, Weeds, and Chemicals
Make Us Who We Are (Temple, 2007).

Keynote

Kate Brown (Professor of History, University of Maryland, Baltimore County)
"P is for Place: The Nature of Embodied History"
Kate Brown is Professor of History at the University of Maryland, Baltimore
County. She is the author of three books, most recently Dispatches from
Dystopia: Histories of Places Not Yet Forgotten (Chicago, 2015). Her 2013
book, Plutopia: Nuclear Families, Atomic Cities, and the Great Soviet and
American Plutonium Disasters, has received seven major awards, including
the American Historical Association's 2015 John H. Dunning prize, biennially awarded to the most outstanding book in U.S. history. Her writing
has appeared in Harper's, Slate, Aeon, the Times Literary Supplement, and
the Chronicle of Higher Education. A 2009 Guggenheim Fellow, Brown's
academic career began at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, where she
earned her B.A.

Saturday, March 5
8:30 am - 9:00 am Breakfast, Northwoods Room, Union South

Institutionally Speaking
9:00 am - 10:30 am

Northwoods Room, Union South

Jack Buchanan (Environmental Studies, UW-Madison)
"Environment is Everything: Transdisciplinarity's Journey of Escape from a
Land of Two Cultures"
Kathleen Conti (Historic Preservation, University of Texas-Austin)
"Conservation through Education: Redesigning the Visitor Center at Badlands
National Park"
Andrew Davey (Geography, UW-Madison)
"The Moral Limits of 'Environmental' Education"
Rosalie Edmonds (Anthropology, University of California, Los Angeles)
"The Role of Language Ideologies in Environmental Work in Cameroon"
Rachel Gross (History, UW-Madison)
Chair

Modern Conversations
10:45 pm - 12:15 pm

Northwoods Room, Union South

Jennifer Mateer (Geography, University of Victoria)
"Traditional Women & Modern Men: Linking Gender and Water Management in
Punjab, India"
Michael S. Kideckel (History, Columbia University)
"Capital N is for Nature: Breakfast Cereal Environmentalism and the Moral
Body, 1890-1920"
Cori Knudten (History, University of California, Davis)
"Gender, Sexuality, and Urban Infrastructure in California's East Bay, 19201941"
Caitlyn Schuchhardt (English, UW-Madison)
"B is for Bhopal: Lessons from an Ongoing Industrial Disaster"
Travis De Wolfe (Food Science, UW-Madison)
Chair

Saturday, March 5
12:15 pm - 1:25 pm lunch on your own

Tense Transformations
1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Northwoods Room, Union South

Melissa Charenko (History of Science, UW-Madison)
"The Science of Prophecy: The Historic Factor and the Emergence of Prophetic
Ecology, 1900-1940"
Tyler Harlan (Geography, University of California, Los Angeles)
"Generating Ecological Civilization: Small Hydropower and the Vocabulary of
Rural Green Production in China"
Elena McGrath (History, UW-Madison)
"From Revolution to Pachakuti? Bolivian Miners in a Precarious Landscape,
1952-1985"
Jared Taber (History, University of Kansas)
"Residence Time: Water and the Social Temporality of Work in the Early American
Republic"
Garrett Dash Nelson (Geography, UW-Madison)
Chair
service outing and graduate student dinner to follow

Service Outing

3:30 pm - 6:00 pm University of Wisconsin Arboretum
(limited to CHE graduate associates, symposium participants, and speakers)
Weather permitting, we will be outside for this. There will be time before
we depart from Union South to change into March-friendly outdoor clothing.
There will also be indoor service opportunities available.

Graduate Student Dinner

6:00 pm - 9:30 pm University of Wisconsin Arboretum
(limited to CHE grads, family, and visiting speakers and graduate students)

Sunday, March 6
8:00 am - 8:30 am Breakfast, Northwoods Room, Union South

Do/Tell

8:30 am - 10:00 am

Northwoods Room, Union South

Julia C. Frankenbach (History, University of Colorado Boulder)
"Becoming Vaquero: Material Memory and the Power of a Photograph in Reassembling Northern Nevada's Vaquero Heritage"
Ruedigar Matthes (Environmental Humanities, University of Utah)
"In the World but Not of the World: Spatial Mythologies and the (Non)Places of
Mormonism"
Bo Wang (Anthropology, UW-Madison)
"Cultivating Ecological Self by Soundscape in the Sacred City Shangri-La, China"
Max Woods (Comparative Literature, UW-Madison)
"'Where We're Going We Don't Need Roads': Uprooting Nature with Gertrude
Stein"
Nathan Jandl (English, UW-Madison)
Chair

Cursed Words

10:15 am - 11:30 am Northwoods Room, Union South
Sarah Besky (Assistant Professor of Anthropology & International and Public
Affairs, Brown University)
Scott Kirsch (Associate Professor of Geography, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill)
Nancy Langston (Professor of Environmental History & Social Sciences, Michigan Technological University)
Paul Robbins Chair (Director of the Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies)

Thank you for joining us!

"Environment is all of America and its problems. It is rats in the
ghetto. It is a hungry child in a land of affluence. It is housing that
is not worthy of the name; neighborhoods not fit to inhabit."
- Earth Day founder Senator Gaylord Nelson, April 22, 1970

Glossary

Institutionally Speaking
Process - Environment, even in its most expansive sense, is normally thought of as,
first, a collection of "things out there" and, second, their interactions. Our language
of subjects and their predicates privileges being over becoming. But being, never
static, can easily be seen instead as a passing state of a more fundamental process
of becoming. What we point to as things may instead be mere artifacts of our own
representation - vestiges of more basic processes that never rest. The most inorganic
and obdurate things, even the formless ones like feelings and ideas, are always
lingering somewhere between creation and decay. Holding process - both in the
singular and the plural - as fundamental gives primacy to the events, encounters, and
experience out of which the environment emerges, and in which the environment is
embedded. (Jack Buchanan)
Cultural Landscape - Cultural landscapes encompass the work of both nature and
humans in a geographical area, focusing on their relationship and interactions over
time. By bringing together the categories of the built and the natural environment,
cultural landscapes provide a sense of place, time, and heritage. (Kathleen Conti)
Interaction - The term "interaction" allows us to think of our surroundings as built
out of both connections and processes - things that take place between individuals
(including plants, animals, American researchers, and Cameroonian NGO workers)
and arise out of particular actions (such as moving, looking, growing, thinking, and
talking). (Rosalie Edmonds)
Creation - For Christians, creation is a holistic term that encompasses the entire
cosmos or universe that was created by God. One of the virtues of the term is that
it includes both humans and non-humans, avoiding the dichotomy implied by
“environment” that there are human people quite distinct from the other stuff that
surrounds them. Creation also indicates a world imbued with spiritual meaning and
purpose and often a world constantly undergoing the process of creation, guided by
God and engaged in by humans. For various sorts of environmentalists, 'creation'
often carries the baggage of theocentric and anthropocentric worldviews that have
led to exploitative and destructive practices. In my work, however, it's important to
remember “creation” has deep resonance for contemporary Christians and is often
more likely to spur ethical reflection and practice than the term “environment.”
(Andy Davey)

Glossary

Modern Conversations
Composite - In my research I think of the environment as "composite," Geographers
run the risk of thinking of environment as something devoid of politics and other
sociocultural dimensions. Nature is not about nature, and as such environment is not
only about the more-than-human world. This is particularly true for water - which
is my main areas of research. The relationship between water and power in society
has come to the forefront of critical geographic inquiry. The idea of environment as
a composite is part of a recognition that water is more than the hydrological cycle which often removes or denies the social context of water - instead thinking of water
and environment as a composite deliberately acknowledges water's social, cultural,
and political nature, which augments and integrates human and environmental
processes together for a dynamic and nuanced understanding of the broader social
dimensions involved with water. (Jennifer Mateer)
Inside - like Cronon's injunction against wilderness “out there,” but also based on my
own research into people who rooted nature in the body. Nature is a place to be in; it is
also something that gets inside us: into our homes and cities and bodies. Terms such
as “environment” and “non-human nature” indicate the separateness of humans and
nature- what economists call, to our detriment, externality. Environmentalists have
protested for decades because the environment is all-too-internal. The environment
is our living room and our intestines, not our backyard. Our inability to escape
nature should strike humility into us as forcibly as does remote wilderness, while
compelling us, one can hope, to keep the place clean. (Michael Kideckel)
Infrastructure - the dynamic networks that support human and non-human life and
society. (Cori Knudten)
Connection - In my research on environmental justice narratives and toxicity, I
have seen how the environment is intricately connected to race, class, and health. The
environment enables us to connect the dots not only between matters of social justice
and health, but also across great distances. For example, communities organizing
around an environmental injustice may establish connections with similarly affected
communities across the globe. If we can recognize the connections that environment
holds to social, cultural, and political spheres - locally and globally - we will be able
to better understand our impact on the world around us. (Caitlyn Schuchhardt)

Glossary

Tense Transformations
Scaled - landscapes, ecosystems, regions, communities, the biosphere, the city:
the environment is often divided into various spatial scales of analysis. Similarly,
analyses of the environment focus on different temporal scales: deep time, preEuropean settlement, before Katrina, yesterday, the Holocene. How we parse or scale
the environment has consequences for how we understand it and humanity’s place
within it, as well as the conversations we are able to have as scholars seemingly
interested in the same thing. (Melissa Charenko)
Value - much of my research examines the various and competing forms of value
applied to environments, and how different actors interpret and negotiate these
values. Certain places may be valued for natural beauty or cultural symbolism;
others for their natural resources or contribution to ecosystem services. What can
interrogating these different values, as well as the notion of “value” itself, lend to
analyses of environmental change and governance? (Tyler Harlan)
Limits - In my research, I try to understand social and political life in terms of what
is imagined to be possible. I came to think about the importance of articulating the
limits of human agency in a particular historical and spatial context. By limits I do
not mean what is beyond human agency, but the border itself. Limits are related to
the horizons of the possible but are more firmly rooted in the interaction between a
political or personal vision and material constraints upon that vision. In the Quechua
and Aymara languages, the word for earth, pacha, carries connotations of both space
and time. Under this concept, Andeans map political organization of communities
onto geographic locations, explicitly building political order into the social and
physical landscape. In English we don’t have such an exact concept, but looking
for “limits” allows me to think of humans interacting with their environment in the
widest sense possible. (Elena McGrath)
Temporal - Questions of temporality take on analytical significance when they
refer to the rhythms by which people synchronize disparate processes when
working with elements of the world that they cannot control. These might include
keeping pace with train schedules and class times in a modern academic context.
In the context of my research--the floodplains of the Early American Republic--the
temporal more often referred to rhythms of seasons, historical precedents, and the
innumerably long periods of geological time. Communities living along floodplains
synchronized their working habits with the multiple rhythms of time’s passage rather
than seeking to control the flow of water through their lives and this contributed to
their understanding of how rivers fit into the landscape more broadly. Reconstructing
the unfamiliar tempos that defined historical strategies for working in sync with the
landscape challenges us to think critically about the timescales that define our own
lives. (Jared Taber)

Glossary
Do/Tell

Workscape - the place (in mind and in matter) where the landscape and its perceived
resources meet culturally produced and contested systems for securing livelihood.
Landscape + work = workscape. (Julia Frankenbach)
Mythology - A system of beliefs and (hi)stories that informs practice in place.
Mythologies are creative actors that empower individuals and communities to
(re)create relationships, understandings, and the world. (Ruedigar Matthes)
Resonance - We can consider human beings and nonhuman beings as materially
and culturally present with each other, spiritually and ecologically resonant with each
other; such resonance travels across cultures and natures. (Bo Wang)
Landscape - the horizontal combination of a set of natural identities without a
univocal core. Environment as landscape is not centered around a singular, grounded,
and unifying Being, but is spread out across multiple relationships between various
entities. It should thus be seen in contrast to the “picturesque” definition of landscape
(centered around “landscape painting”) and the concept of “place” which often
supposes a central identity around which an environment is organized. (Maxwell
Woods)

Participants

SARAH BESKY
Sarah Besky is Assistant Professor of Anthropology and International and Public Affairs
at Brown University. Her book, The Darjeeling Distinction: Labor and Justice on FairTrade Tea Plantations in India (University of California Press), won the 2014 Society
for Economic Anthropology Book Award. She has published articles in Antipode,
Labor, and Agriculture and Human Values. She earned her Ph.D. in Anthropology
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, where she was a graduate associate in the
Center for Culture, History, and Environment. Her current book project is Transparent
Futures? Technology, Trade, and Postcolonial Industrial Reform in India.
KATE BROWN
Kate Brown is Professor of History at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County.
She is the author of three books, most recently Dispatches from Dystopia: Histories of
Places Not Yet Forgotten (Chicago, 2015). Her 2013 book, Plutopia: Nuclear Families,
Atomic Cities, and the Great Soviet and American Plutonium Disasters, has received
seven major awards, including the American Historical Association's 2015 John H.
Dunning prize, biennially awarded to the most outstanding book in U.S. history. Her
writing has appeared in Harper's, Slate, Aeon, the Times Literary Supplement, and the
Chronicle of Higher Education. A 2009 Guggenheim Fellow, Brown's academic career
began at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, where she earned her B.A.

Participants
JACK BUCHANAN
A California native with interests in environment and food systems, it was UW's
agroecology program that lured me to Madison. My M.S. thesis looked broadly at
the evolution of agroecology as a coherent (inter-)discipline, and specifically at its
conceptual frameworks contesting the boundaries of the agroecosystem. Now in the
Nelson Institute's Environment and Resources Ph.D., my dissertation extends my
master's work to questions of environment and health broadly construed, weaving
diverse perspectives on transdisciplinarity into a generalizable heuristic framework
for research in wicked sustainability problems. When not biting off more theory than
I can chew, I enjoy snowboarding, backpacking, racquetball, cooking, fermentation,
meditation, foreign languages and Brazilian percussion.
MELISSA CHARENKO
Melissa Charenko is a dissertator in the History of Science department at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Her dissertation, "The 'Science of Prophecy?': The
Role of Paleo-Disciplines in the Face of Anthropogenic Change, 1900-2015," explores
how the methods and approaches developed in the 20th century by paleoecology,
paleolimnology, and paleooceanography have given these paleodisciplines authority
as prognosticators of the future in the wake of global change.
KATHLEEN CONTI
Kathleen Conti is simultaneously pursuing a Masters of Science in Historic
Preservation at the University of Texas at Austin and a PhD in History at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison. Her dissertation studies the inception and professionalization
of historic preservation as a distinct area of expertise, focusing on international
cooperation among practitioners in the US and the USSR. Seeking to use history to
affect public policy, she has worked with the Maier Museum of Art, National D-Day
Memorial, and most recently with Badlands National Park as part of the UT-Austin
Centennial Studio with the NPS.
ANDY DAVEY
I am a PhD student in the Geography department broadly interested in environmental
history; place-based education; religion and nature; food systems; and political
theory. After receiving a B.A. in philosophy I worked for six years in the non-profit
sector, including living and working with people with developmental disabilities and
growing vegetables on an urban farm. I am currently doing dissertation research on
the development of environmental education and ethics at liberal arts colleges in
different political and religious spaces and contexts. I'm also working with community
gardening organizations in Madison, WI to promote food and racial justice.
SARAH DIMICK
Sarah Dimick is a PhD candidate in the department of English Literature at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Her research interests include contemporary
American and global literature, environmental thought and history, literary portrayals
of climate change and fossil fuel consumption, and theories of agency within

Participants
the Anthropocene. Sarah received her BA in English from Carleton College and
her MFA in creative writing from New York University. When she’s not reading
or writing, she enjoys backpacking, especially along the Superior Hiking Trail in
northern Minnesota.
ROSALIE EDMONDS
Rosalie Edmonds is a graduate student in linguistic anthropology at UCLA. She
received a Bachelor’s degree in Linguistics and Anthropology from the University of
Michigan in 2009, and a Master’s degree in Anthropology from UCLA in 2015. Her
master’s thesis explored the symbolic capital surrounding both animals and languages
at a zoo in Cameroon, where she also served as a Peace Corps volunteer. Rosalie is
currently preparing for dissertation fieldwork at a wildlife sanctuary in Cameroon,
where she will study transnational, multilingual communication and its impact on
environmental conservation work.
JULIA FRANKENBACH
Julia is a second-year Ph.D. student in American history at the University of Colorado
at Boulder, specializing in environmental and rural labor history in the American
West during the decades surrounding 1900. Her most recent work explores the
usefulness of photographed material cultural clues- such as saddles and roping
styles’for reassembling the story of Hispanic professional cowboys who worked for
the California/Nevada cattle industry until the 1920s. Her continued ventures include
research and writing on wild horses, nativeness, rural American life, and varied
experiences of belonging (and not belonging) to place in the American West.
TYLER HARLAN
Tyler Harlan is a PhD student in Geography at UCLA researching small hydropower
in China and its role in China’s model of sustainable rural development. His broader
research interests include rural renewable energy systems (particularly those using
carbon financing) and China’s efforts to spread development in other countries. He
has an MPhil from the University of Melbourne and a BA from Vanderbilt University,
and has worked outside the academy in foreign policy and city planning. He loves to
run, backpack, canoe, fly fish, ski, scuba dive...basically anything outside.
MICHAEL S. KIDECKEL
Michael Kideckel is a PhD Candidate at Columbia University studying with Professor
Karl Jacoby. His dissertation, Fresh from the Factory: Industrial Food Culture and the
Marketing of Reform, explores the rise of the breakfast cereal industry at the turn of
the twentieth century, and how it related to transatlantic environmentalism. When
thinking about more than cereal, Michael volunteers as a researcher for the nascent
Museum of Food and Drink. Michael would love to chat about research, food, and
the craft of baseball.

Participants
SCOTT KIRSCH
Scott Kirsch is Associate Professor and Director of Graduate Studies in the Geography
Department at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He works in the field
of science and technology studies, with a special interest in cartography and nuclear
landscapes. He also explores geographies of war and peace, especially spaces of
U.S. imperialism in the Pacific. With Colin Flint, he edited Reconstructing Conflict:
Integrating War and Post-War Geographies (2011). His writing has appeared in
Antipode, the Journal of Historical Geography, and Cultural Geographies, among
many other publications, and he was a contributor to Landscapes of Exposure:
Knowledge and Illness in Modern Environments (Osiris, vol. 19).
SAM KLING
I’m a PhD student in history at Northwestern University, where I specialize in
American urban, suburban, and urban planning history in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. My dissertation, “Taming the Crabgrass Frontier: Regional
Planning and Reform in Metropolitan Chicago, 1893-1933,” traces the contests
between urban reformers and business interests to shape suburban development in
early-twentieth-century Chicago - a process that contributed to the flawed policy
foundations of New Deal housing programs and postwar suburbanization. I have a
BA in history from Kenyon College and an MA in history from Northwestern.
CORI KNUDTEN
Cori Knudten is a PhD candidate in history at University of California Davis. She
holds an MA in Public History from Colorado State University. Her areas of focus
include U.S. environmental and women’s and gender history. She is currently
working on her dissertation, which examines how gender shaped the environment of
the modern city in the 1920s and 1930s.
AMANDA MCMILLAN LEQUIEU
Amanda McMillan Lequieu is PhD candidate in the University of WisconsinMadison’s joint departments of Sociology and Community and Environmental
Sociology. She is passionate about understanding how people adapt to globalizing
economies and changing environments over time, through the lenses of narrative,
environmental history, and economic development. Her current project considers
narratives of home, place identity, and environment among working class residents
in two interconnected and deindustrialized communities - a rural county in northern
Wisconsin and an urban community in southeast Chicago.
SHIKHA LAKHANPAL
Shikha is a PhD candidate at the Department of Geography, UIUC. Her doctoral
research analyzes the social and political processes that explain conservation and
renewable energy geographies. To this end, she is analyzing local opposition to
renewable energy projects located next to areas of conservation concern across three
sites in India. She has eight years of research experience in natural resource
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management, including forest governance, socio-economic vulnerability to climate
change, renewable energy policy and practice, biodiversity conservation and natural
heritage. Shikha’s long-term goal is to pursue empirically grounded theoretical
research within the environment, development and democracy nexus.
NANCY LANGSTON
Nancy Langston is one of the world’s leading environmental historians. She taught
for nearly two decades in the Department of Forest and Wildlife Ecology and the
Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison,
where she was a founding faculty associate of the Center for Culture, History, and
Environment. Today she is Professor of Environmental History and Social Science, and
member of the Great Lakes Research Center, at Michigan Technological University.
She is the author of several books, most recently Toxic Bodies: Hormone Disruptors
and the Legacy of DES (Yale, 2010). She is currently completing the manuscript for
“Sustaining Lake Superior,” chronicling the incomplete but inspiring reclamations of
Great Lakes forests, fisheries, and toxic waste sites.
JENNIFER MATEER
Jennifer Mateer is an ABD candidate and lecturer in the Department of Geography
at the University of Victoria. Jennifer’s current research focuses on the impacts that
water management strategies have on the more-than-human world and the hydrosocial cycle in India. Previously, she has also conducted research in Rwanda on topics
related to geographies of health. She has two forthcoming chapters, the first titled
“Violent Nations: 1984’s Othering of Sikhs,” edited by Dr. Bhogala, and the second
titled “Oppression and Resistance: The Use of Animal Bodies for the Purpose of
Political Emancipation in India” in a volume edited by Dr. Rutherford and Dr. Wilcox.
RUEDIGAR MATTHES
Ruedigar grew into adulthood in Salt Lake City’s University neighborhood.
He received undergraduate degrees in English and Biology before entering the
Environmental Humanities Master’s program at the University of Utah. There
he studies the intersections between place, space, identity, and culture, especially
in relation to Mormon architectures. He is interested in the role that cultural and
religious beliefs inform human interactions with environments. When he is not busy
writing his thesis, Ruedigar enjoys reading fiction, writing poetry, baking bread,
cooking (and eating) delicious food, dancing, and spending time with his lovely wife
and anti-social cat.
ELENA MCGRATH
I am a graduate student in Latin American History at the University of WisconsinMadison, working on my dissertation about revolutionary Bolivian miners in the 20th
century. Born and raised in the mountain West, I fell in love with the Andes at first
sight. I am interested in the ways that landscapes shape political possibilities and the
ways that communities articulate belonging in terms of race, class, and gender. My
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work asks what makes revolutions imaginable, and what makes revolutionary dreams
fall apart. I am also a member of the Program in Gender and Women’s History and
the Latin American Caribbean, and Iberian Studies Program.
MARIKA PLATER
Marika is a third year doctoral student of History at Rutgers University and her
work focuses on working-class cultures of outdoor recreation in late nineteenth
and early twentieth-century New York City. Marika considers the ways that urban
workers sought contact with nature at pleasure grounds, excursion destinations, and
beergardens.
MARY ANN ROZANCE
Mary Ann is an Urban Studies PhD student at Portland State University. She is also
fellow in the NSF IGERT program on Ecosystem Services in Urbanizing Regions. She
received her B.S. in Natural Resources Conservation from the University of British
Columbia and her M.S. in Forest Resources from the University of Washington. In
addition to her academic work, she has worked in the field of environmental planning
for different government agencies. Her doctoral work examines climate change
adaptation planning in cities; focusing on environmental governance and knowledge
systems and the role of local knowledge in environmental decision-making.
PAUL ROBBINS
Paul Robbins is Director of the Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison and Senior Fellow and the Breakthrough Institute.
His work spans the globe exploring the past and present politics of natural resource
management in the Anthropocene. He recently received the Robert McC. Netting
Award from the Association of American Geographers for his pathbreaking work in
the field of political ecology. He is also the author of Lawn People: How Grasses,
Weeds, and Chemicals Make Us Who We Are (Temple, 2007).
CAITLYN SCHUCHHARDT
Caitlyn Schuchhardt is a graduate student in the English Department at UW-Madison.
She studies postcolonial ecocriticism, with a focus on environmental justice, toxicity,
and the work of writer-activists.
EMILY SPANGENBERG
Emily is a doctoral candidate in the Department of Sociology at the University of
Texas. Her work focuses on environmental inequalities in extractive economies. Her
dissertation project analyzes the politics of mining waste in Argentina, particularly
how discourses on related environmental risks are racialized and gendered. Since
2009, Emily has collaborated with UT Law’s Human Rights Clinic to monitor
indigenous and health rights in the implementation of a lead waste cleanup project in
Abra Pampa, Argentina. At UT, Emily is a fellow of the Urban Ethnography Lab and
is affiliated with the Rapoport Center for Human Rights and Justice.

Participants
JARED TABER
Jared Taber is a Ph.D. candidate in Department of History at the University of Kansas.
His dissertation focuses on how ordinary people developed and deployed knowledge
about water use and river dynamics in New England’s Connecticut River Valley
during the course of industrialization and urbanization. He is particularly interested
in how people situated their environmental knowledge across different timescales.
BO WANG
I am a PhD candidate in Anthropology, University of Wisconsin at Madison. My
research focuses on the cultural conceptions and management of solid waste in
contemporary Tibetan China. I completed 17 months of fieldwork in Shangri-La,
Yunnan with grants from NSF. I investigate how ideas of the sacred and the profane
manifest themselves in people’s everyday engagements with solid waste at homes
and in sacred mountains. Through ethnography, I aim to understand how the sensory
experiences of solid waste comes into being. My dissertation is titled “Producing
Waste and Han’s Sacred Other: Environment and Religion in Shangri-La, Tibetan
Southwest China.”
CHLOE B. WARDROPPER
Chloe is a Ph.D. candidate in the Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison with a focus on natural resources policy. Her
research asks how water quality and weather information is perceived and used for soil
and water conservation in the U.S. Upper Mississippi River Basin. After completing
her B.A. in the College of Social Studies at Wesleyan University, she worked on
public land acquisitions with the U.S. Department of Justice, assisted in soil and
wetland conservation with the USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service in
Massachusetts, and implemented environmental practices with a U.S. Agency for
International Development agriculture project in West Africa.
MAX WOODS
A doctoral graduate student in the Department of Comparative Literature and Folklore
Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Woods works with the historical
avant-gardes, specifically the non-French avant-gardes including those of Chile and
Russia amongst others, looking at their relationship to ecocriticism. He argues that
despite the avant-garde’s reputation for destroying the bond uniting the human and
non-human, its various experiments in alternative spatial configurations provide
imaginative solutions to contemporary issues of urban studies’ attempts to construct
a green city.

Edge Effects is a digital magazine produced by graduate students at the
Center for Culture, History, and Environment (CHE). Written by members of the CHE community (with occasional guest posts) and edited by
CHE grad students, it offers a wide array of content relating to environmental and cultural change across the full sweep of human history. Its
name invokes our commitment to publishing across boundaries, at the
intersections of the sciences with the humanities, of academe with the
public, of narrated pasts with imagined futures.
Visit http://edgeeffects.net to explore many exciting recent posts:
• Christopher Sellers on the Flint water crisis
• From Yavin’s Moon to the Pit of Carkoon: 7 Ways Space and Place
Change How We Watch Star Wars
• Nancy Langston on the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge standoff
• Listening to the Anthropocene: John Luther Adams’s Become
Ocean
• A heuristic for developing environmental pedagogy
• Can Environmental Thinking Help Solve Gerrymandering?

This digital archive expands access to the riches of the Wisconsin Historical
Society’s Gaylord Nelson Collection. Donated by the Nelson Family, the
Collection contains thousands of personal and official papers from 1954 to
2006, covering Nelson’s years as Wisconsin governor, U.S. senator, founder
of Earth Day, and counselor of the Wilderness Society.
Its online exhibit tells two entwined stories: Nelson’s central role in helping
transform the conservation movement of the early 20th century into the
environmental movement we know today, and the astonishingly successful
grassroots effort that engaged millions of Americans in creating what Nelson
envisioned as an “environmental teach-in” that awakened politicians to
the urgent environmental concerns in their own constituencies. Digital
accessibility honors a Nelson commitment to making environmental
knowledge freely available so that local and national decisions can be
informed, collaborative, and effective.

nelsonearthday.net
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